
Increasing eyewitness identification accuracy in
lineups using 3D interactive virtual reality

Developing an interactive 3D virtual reality lineup system to improve witness identification accuracy,

combining computing and psychological expertise to enhance criminal justice practices. 
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Research context
Accurate witness identification is critical for criminal investigations, yet police lineups have relied on

2D photos for over a century. Analyses reveal witnesses frequently misidentify known innocent

suspects, contributing to wrongful convictions. This project develops an interactive 3D virtual reality

lineup system to improve accuracy.
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Witnesses will view lifelike 3D faces rotatable into different angles, matching their memory. An

international team with computing, psychological and policy expertise will create novel 3D facial

representations with adaptable expressions and lighting.

Experiments will establish 3D virtual reality (VR) lineups significantly outperform 2D and active face

exploration surpasses passive viewing. Varying retrieval cues (movement, lighting, expressions) will

be tested for effects on accuracy.

Individual differences in face processing ability will be measured to model performance and identify

characteristics associated with accurate identifications. Relationships between face memory,

perception and lineup outcomes will be analysed using network modelling.

Unity software will enable dynamic 3D stimulus presentation, movement tracking and cross-national

data collection using standardised procedures. Results across a diverse sample will inform policy

recommendations for implementing interactive VR lineups.

In summary, this global collaboration unites world-leading academics and police to develop an

innovative lineup technique grounded in psychological science and computing advances. By

optimising witness memory retrieval, it aims to enhance justice and reduce misidentifications

threatening the innocent. 

Research methodology
This project will develop and test an interactive 3D virtual reality lineup system to improve witness

identification accuracy. Existing 2D lineups will be rendered into 3D, enabling quick empirical

validation using extensively tested materials. A novel 3D image library will also be created to

examine additional retrieval cues like lighting changes and vertical head rotation.

360-degree 3D mock crime footage will capture diverse perpetrators from all angles. Fair lineups

will be constructed following best practices. Validation will occur using 80 online participants.

Experiments will examine interactivity benefits, comparing 2D, 2.5D and 3D presentation. Additional

retrieval cues will be tested including lighting, vertical rotation and expressions. Individual

differences in face processing will be measured to identify characteristics associated with lineup
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performance.

Data will be collected from 1,200 research participants in four experiments conducted at four

international sites using standardised procedures and equipment. After a familiarisation phase,

participants will complete the mock witness procedure – watching a crime and attempting a lineup

ID. Performance across eight lineups per participant will be recorded.

A battery of face tests will assess perception and memory including the Cambridge Face Memory

Test, Models Memory Test and Facial Identity Card Sorting Task. Network analysis will model face

processing in 2D and 3D.

Unity software will enable naturalistic, dynamic 3D stimulus presentation and full recording of

movements. Sample sizes will allow cross-national performance comparisons. Results will inform

policy recommendations for implementing interactive 3D lineups.
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Research participation
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To participate in this project, contact the Principal Investigator, Professor Heather Flowe.
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Operational policing
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